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From the editors’ desk

 Kuheli Mukherjee        Vaijayanti Bose

Mulling over what would be a befitting start for Magic of Learning we feel nothing can be more magi-
cal than the magical wand that our teachers are wielding to continue learning in the face of a global 
pandemic. Yes, learning goes on, not only for the children but also for us, the elders. Till a few months 
back, “pandemic” for us denoted some black and white pictures from long past which, we believed, 
could only happen in the pre-antibiotic era.  Faced with the chilling truth in the twenty first century we 
are also learning fast, learning as responsible citizens, learning as administrators, educators and parents. 
It is a fact that despite the closure of schools for more than six months learning has not stopped for 
school children. We borrow the phrase “inspiration from disruption” from UNICEF as the most suitable 
expression to describe the current scenario of teaching learning all over the world.

 Magic of Learning, an e-magazine of Bichitra Pathshala, aspires to create a space for sharing 
and exchanging of ideas amongst creative professionals interested in learning teaching at the school 
level. This issue of Magic of Learning brings to us stories of inspiration from innovative teachers 
creating magic in their online classrooms. Starting with a multi modal English classroom where the 
teacher uses music while learners enter her online class, we cannot but feel mesmerised by the way an 
art teacher takes the learners beyond the walls of their homes simply by using colours and shapes 
available in every household. These simple household articles can create magic in science class too as 
has been proved by an inspiring science teacher.  Notwithstanding the penned life in the last six 
months, our children, motivated by the teachers, have continued to make their mark in performing arts 

also. No less inspiring is the learning about the toil that has gone into the preparation by the teach-
ers creating magic online to keep the light of learning agleam. 

 Inspiration galore in the stories from the other side of the screen too where a mother 
perseveres to support a toddler responding to her teachers on a tablet or where teens talk 

about how teachers continue to keep them mentally afresh by conniving at their online 
pranks too. Of course, that’s part of life and teachers are well aware of it. Last but not the 

least is an article that awakens us to resources, which, if used by educators, may prove 
that sky is the limit where learning is concerned. So enjoy reading and do send us 

your feedback at bichitrapathshala@gmail.com. Your comments and sugges-
tions will help us serve you better. 

Wish you all a Happy and Safe Sharadiya from Bichitra Pathshala.
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do that with those who enter with you.
And of course, for those who can’t remember 
names easily, it’s such a boon- you can call each 
one by her name, see the gleam in their eyes, and 
strengthen the bond.

Multitasking
I have spent more than 3 decades reminding every 
new batch the story of Arjun and the eye of the 
fish. Today, I can make even a multi tasker envi-
ous of me. I am taking the class, admitting a few, 
sharing screen, and replying to queries  in chat. 
And right in the middle of it all, remaining calm 
when  a child puts in chat- Namaskar mam or 
someone has re-entered, forgotten to mute, and 
one overhears snippets of conversation or a song. 
So yes, one learns to be patient and pay attention 
to many areas at the same time.

Bichitra Pathshala in practice
The limitations of a regular class are the strengths 
of an online class.  In school, using  AV equip-
ment took away a few minutes. We know that we 
spend more time and effort in planning an online 
class to make 40 mins fruitful, but one feels so 
happy with inbuilt resources like google, youtube, 
or downloaded films from Bichitra Pathshala . It 
is so easy to make our classes a rich and intense 
experience. Many of my colleagues have woken 
up now and are realising how effective this 
method is. It took a pandemic to make them 
understand that if children don’t learn the way 
you teach , you must teach them the way they 
learn. Those who did not use the screen till the 
end of the term, saying- I can’t complete the 
syllabus if I show all that, are sending me links 
they used, saying – You were right. The syllabus 
gets completed a lot faster because I am showing 
these. I am happy they are still in their 40s, and 
many children will benefit in the future, for once 
we go back, they  won’t return to ancient tech-
niques like paraphrasing , calling out notes, chalk 
and talk. They have been permanently liberated 
from the mundane tasks of  dictating notes or 

sample answers – google classroom does that 
much better.

Google classroom
This is one space where not only can we upload 
links , send attachments, give assignments, but 
also create a platform for diverse forms of expres-
sions . My google classes are called Sandesh, 
Sampark, Vartalaap, Baatcheet and Hum saath 
saath, not class 9 A or 10 C or 12 D. The same 
name is used for their Whatsapp groups and zoom 
classes. Using the vernacular for an English class 
was a conscious choice. By enabling the children 
to share their thoughts and ideas, my rooms are a 
hub of hectic activity. Sketches, paintings, photo-
graphs, links to videos, stories,  poems-all these 
are posted and make you feel you are entering a 
virtual exhibition. In fact, we designed an entire 
magazine Shaft of Sunlight simply using mails 
and virtual classroom.

Art integration and experiential learning

Connecting through online classes
By Rupali Sachdev

Oh,  I just teach  the same way 
as I did in class! Just that I use 
a phone to do it.
Really? You mean, you talk 

and listen and ...
Yes. It was always like that. We have stimulating 
discussions.
You don’t share screen even?
No, but then, we did not have audio visual facili-
ties in every class either. And who would bother 
to take them to AV Room -you know the arrange-
ments, protocol, signing on registers...
I understand. But now, there are no limitations. 
You can easily show videos at least.
Huh, as long as I can take the classes... nothing is 
wrong with the methods I used.
Hmmm in your discussions,  do they all partici-
pate? All are keen and earnest?
How to make out? They switch off their videos 
,so I can’t see their facial expressions.
Oh oh , so you are virtually speaking to the 
screen.
Yes, and you know what? I try to catch them by 
suddenly naming a student and asking a question.
And then what?
At times, no reply... that’s the only thing different 
from regular class.
ONLY?

Marshall Mc Luhan  had said, in 1964, ‘the 

medium is the message’.  So, you are not ‘teach-
ing online’, you are adopting an alternative form 
to provide a continuity in instructions during a 
crisis .The same approach will never work, for 
now, we must acknowledge the reality of life, and 
must make students our partners with some 
agency.

समा बांधना 
Sri Aurobindo had said, The first principle of  true 
teaching is that nothing can be taught. However, 
what we can do is transmit our energies. It’s more 
challenging when the physical presence is miss-
ing but there’s a greater sense of fulfilment when 
we manage it.

Even in a regular class, it’s the cheerfulness of the 
teacher, and the liveliness of the students that 
creates an atmosphere for  learning.

But there are limitations. I can’t walk into the 
class before my time, and play some classical 
music-or  a Goanese folk song when I am teach-
ing Glimpses of India, or violin when I have an 
extract on Einstein, or a romantic song by Arijit 
Singh to bring a smile to their faces. Now, not 
only can I start the meeting early, but play some-
thing beautiful, and put a relevant question in 
chat, and begin the class on a joyful note.

Strengthen the bond
Sometimes, I simply do small talk – something I 
am poor at, but behind a screen, I am more com-
fortable. It helps me build a relationship with 
those who enter early. How are you? Do you have 
a sibling? What new interests have you gained? 

What do you miss? I like your hairband.  
Pleasantries that I could never use in class, 
even if I wished,  because  you can’t pay 
attention to only a few. Here, you can easily 
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Initially, I did  feel restricted- I have been practising  
art integration and experiential learning long before 
they became watchwords by CBSE, and so, I won-
dered how I would be able to use my favourite 
technique-role play/skit/performance.  Interestingly, 
children rose to the occasion and once I post their 
names in gc, they coordinate so well, that I  am filled 
with awe . Of course they have an advantage- they 
don’t have to carry their costumes and props!  I will 
never forget  how a child folded a newspaper fan 
like- into two wings, and sat in the middle, in a grey 
t shirt, to become a swallow, and how a grateful 
colleague sent an edited  video of role play of The 
Kingdom of Fools-each child  enacting her role, with 
appropriate  costume and hand made props, record-
ing it  with  her phone, and sending it to the editor. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-0j9aUsGEhk8Cdd-
nIgQjSM-_go4_zJJi/view?usp=drivesdk

    

Listening to a play will be forgotten but they will 
never forget this entire journey they  undertook- 
looking for costumes, preparing the accessories, 
props, learning their lines, recording , seeing it as a 
part of a beautiful whole. They grow in cooperation, 
collaboration, leadership,  generosity o f spirit, 
broadening of horizons. When we enable them- be it 
in screen sharing or posting comments, they can go 
far.It has happened so many times that while 
discussing a topic, a child says, I made a sketch  or a 
painting on this, can I show it to you? And one gets a 
glimpse of beauty.  Moments such as these make a 
class.

Power of the image
Making the decision, of enabling some  options in 
settings helps us reduce the power of our authority. 
In school, I would often sit next to them while they 
took the stage. Here ,I  simply 
click a button, and use the 
gallery mode when I 
speak, and speaker 
mode when they 
speak. However, in 
case the child is 
nervous, I go the gallery 
mode to make her feel 
comfortable. The image, the 
size carries much power, and it’s important to 
be sensitive to that. The gallery mode also helps all 
feel they are a part of a class, laughing together, 
singing together, as they do in regular class .Howev-
er, a young teacher may want to assert her authority 
in the beginning and may feel insecure about choos-
ing to have her image equal to theirs. 

Common procedures
Some standardised guidelines can be used, for ease 
of communication. Basic sign language, yes, no, 
understood, not understood, applause, other than 
raise hand options. If all don’t get an opportunity to 
speak, they  can be asked to type in chat, so you can 
read them out, if time permits, and all feel they have 
participated. We can  use reactions of applause often, 
to keep the energies high.

The medium is the message. Let us know how to 
adapt and move ahead.

The author is an English teacher at Mahadevi 
Birla World Academy. She started the film club 
in her school and organized several film 
festivals.
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in the beginning and may feel insecure about choos-
ing to have her image equal to theirs. 

Common procedures
Some standardised guidelines can be used, for ease 
of communication. Basic sign language, yes, no, 
understood, not understood, applause, other than 
raise hand options. If all don’t get an opportunity to 
speak, they  can be asked to type in chat, so you can 
read them out, if time permits, and all feel they have 
participated. We can  use reactions of applause often, 
to keep the energies high.

The medium is the message. Let us know how to 
adapt and move ahead.

The author is an English teacher at Mahadevi 
Birla World Academy. She started the film club 
in her school and organized several film 
festivals.
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The world has been punished 
and confined to isolation for 
quite some time now.  Tomor-
row is a greater mystery than 
what it was ever before. The 
bubbling energy in school 

children had to be curtailed and confined within the 
boundaries of their homes.  Most of them have been 
wondering why the 
very teachers, who had 
earlier always ques-
tioned their absence 
from school, are now 
insisting that they stay 
away; no going out to 
play with friends, very 
little family outings, no 
mall visits… Parents 
who objected to 
prolonged use of 
mobiles and computers 
were themselves 
making sure that the children attend regular online 
classes.  With not much of warning or preparedness, 
all our routines and actions had to be so drastically 
changed almost overnight.  Traditional teachers had 
to adapt to a new system; exploring new possibilities 
of what can be best done with the available resources 
and the intermittently available network connectivity.  

Advertisements had to be changed with immediate 
effect.  Those soap brands which used to campaign 
saying “बंटी! तेरा साबुन स्लो है क्या?”had to come up 
with newer ideas which effectively had to say just the 
opposite.  Parents who were concerned with children 
wasting water and their time washing hands and 
playing with soap bubbles were now persuading 
them to wash it as many times as possible and for a 

minimum of 20 seconds.  “Do 
it slowly and thoroughly” is 
the mantra now.

As a teacher of Visual Arts 
and Photography at The 
Heritage School, I consider 
myself lucky to be more 
exposed to technology than 
many other teachers who did 
not need it so much on 
‘normal school days’.  But 
shifting to everything online 
almost overnight was a daunt-

ing task even for me, especially keeping the children 
engaged for the duration of the period while they are 
(too) ‘comfortable’ in their homes yet sitting with the 
others in the same virtual classroom. For activities 
like for my classes, which generally deal with a lot of 
outdoor activity, when the students from classes six 
and above get an opportunity to bring a camera to 
school and move around freely to every corner of the 
lawn, taking snapshots of flowers, chasing butterflies 

Magic in Isolation
By Shankar Subramaniam

and colourful dragonflies during their allotted activi-
ty periods, suddenly found themselves watching the 
world from behind the grilles of their house win-
dows.  The question then was, how could these 
students be motivated to get the same enthusiasm in 
their activity classes?  

It took me some time to make them realize that 
magic does not always have to be outdoors.  Most 
innovative works are produced 
when the options are restricted 
and we still want to do some-
thing creative with whatever we 
possibly have lying around us. 
The students were sent on a 
hunt to collect objects from 
within their own home - objects 
ranging from decorative pieces 
to pencils, brushes, cutlery, 
crockery, pulses, spices, vegeta-
bles, old discarded toys, what-
ever had an interesting shape, 
colour and texture.  We started 
an exercise in the virtual class 
room. Keeping the laptop 
camera on, the students were 
asked to arrange the objects 
they have collected against 
innovative backgrounds to get 
the best possible composition. One could feel the 
enthusiasm with which the students were trying to 
arrange things in an unusual combination.  The 
results were amazing, with innovative arrangements 
in terms of shapes and colours, thus practically 
learning, the different basic rules of composition.  

Their observation and intuition got sharper; they 
developed a sense for establishing a relative connect 
among the objects they were putting within the 
frame, even if they are very different in material and 
purpose. The advantages of viewing simple things 
from different perspectives, along with a touch of 
dramatic light effect from a simple torch light or a 
mobile torch, which could possibly end up in a 
simple composition, was exciting enough for them to 

go on experimenting.  In the 
isolation of their homes they 
have been happily creating 
magic, looking out for fresh 
photographic opportunities that 
they may have never imagined 
before.  Yes, these are difficult 
times especially for us teachers, 
when the students are digitally 
so near and yet so far. In trying 
to make the best of the situation 
and yet keep them engaged in a 
sustained manner, our responsi-
bilities and efforts have 
increased manifold.   In conclu-
sion I would like to say that 
more magic is still to be 
unearthed as we find ourselves 
forced to gear up for the ‘new 
normal’.

The author is Visual Arts and Photography 
teacher in The Heritage School, Kolkata

Arushi Baul - Class 7

Divyansh Garg - Class 8 Akhila Pansari - Class 7
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and confined to isolation for 
quite some time now.  Tomor-
row is a greater mystery than 
what it was ever before. The 
bubbling energy in school 

children had to be curtailed and confined within the 
boundaries of their homes.  Most of them have been 
wondering why the 
very teachers, who had 
earlier always ques-
tioned their absence 
from school, are now 
insisting that they stay 
away; no going out to 
play with friends, very 
little family outings, no 
mall visits… Parents 
who objected to 
prolonged use of 
mobiles and computers 
were themselves 
making sure that the children attend regular online 
classes.  With not much of warning or preparedness, 
all our routines and actions had to be so drastically 
changed almost overnight.  Traditional teachers had 
to adapt to a new system; exploring new possibilities 
of what can be best done with the available resources 
and the intermittently available network connectivity.  

Advertisements had to be changed with immediate 
effect.  Those soap brands which used to campaign 
saying “बंटी! तेरा साबुन स्लो है क्या?”had to come up 
with newer ideas which effectively had to say just the 
opposite.  Parents who were concerned with children 
wasting water and their time washing hands and 
playing with soap bubbles were now persuading 
them to wash it as many times as possible and for a 

minimum of 20 seconds.  “Do 
it slowly and thoroughly” is 
the mantra now.

As a teacher of Visual Arts 
and Photography at The 
Heritage School, I consider 
myself lucky to be more 
exposed to technology than 
many other teachers who did 
not need it so much on 
‘normal school days’.  But 
shifting to everything online 
almost overnight was a daunt-

ing task even for me, especially keeping the children 
engaged for the duration of the period while they are 
(too) ‘comfortable’ in their homes yet sitting with the 
others in the same virtual classroom. For activities 
like for my classes, which generally deal with a lot of 
outdoor activity, when the students from classes six 
and above get an opportunity to bring a camera to 
school and move around freely to every corner of the 
lawn, taking snapshots of flowers, chasing butterflies 
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and colourful dragonflies during their allotted activi-
ty periods, suddenly found themselves watching the 
world from behind the grilles of their house win-
dows.  The question then was, how could these 
students be motivated to get the same enthusiasm in 
their activity classes?  

It took me some time to make them realize that 
magic does not always have to be outdoors.  Most 
innovative works are produced 
when the options are restricted 
and we still want to do some-
thing creative with whatever we 
possibly have lying around us. 
The students were sent on a 
hunt to collect objects from 
within their own home - objects 
ranging from decorative pieces 
to pencils, brushes, cutlery, 
crockery, pulses, spices, vegeta-
bles, old discarded toys, what-
ever had an interesting shape, 
colour and texture.  We started 
an exercise in the virtual class 
room. Keeping the laptop 
camera on, the students were 
asked to arrange the objects 
they have collected against 
innovative backgrounds to get 
the best possible composition. One could feel the 
enthusiasm with which the students were trying to 
arrange things in an unusual combination.  The 
results were amazing, with innovative arrangements 
in terms of shapes and colours, thus practically 
learning, the different basic rules of composition.  

Their observation and intuition got sharper; they 
developed a sense for establishing a relative connect 
among the objects they were putting within the 
frame, even if they are very different in material and 
purpose. The advantages of viewing simple things 
from different perspectives, along with a touch of 
dramatic light effect from a simple torch light or a 
mobile torch, which could possibly end up in a 
simple composition, was exciting enough for them to 

go on experimenting.  In the 
isolation of their homes they 
have been happily creating 
magic, looking out for fresh 
photographic opportunities that 
they may have never imagined 
before.  Yes, these are difficult 
times especially for us teachers, 
when the students are digitally 
so near and yet so far. In trying 
to make the best of the situation 
and yet keep them engaged in a 
sustained manner, our responsi-
bilities and efforts have 
increased manifold.   In conclu-
sion I would like to say that 
more magic is still to be 
unearthed as we find ourselves 
forced to gear up for the ‘new 
normal’.

The author is Visual Arts and Photography 
teacher in The Heritage School, Kolkata

Pratishtha Garodia - Class 7

Divyanng Motani - Class8 Neil Sahu - Class7



It has been gratifying to hear 
how the children and their 
guardians have been able to 
get the well known taste of the 
real life since Life took on a 
nearly unreal turn for the 
worse, through the online 

classes that we the elders of the St.Xavier's Institu-
tion Family have been organizing. It was never 
going to be a cakewalk for the teachers once the 
decision was taken to go online with the entire 
school including the scholastic and non-scholastic 
activities. 

For the senior 
teachers and 
staff members 
to adapt to the 
technology 
driven environ-
ment was tough 
to say the least. 
Many an hour 
of orientation 
programmes 
and teaching 
the teachers was 
inevitable. Not all 
of them were quite comfortable with technology to 
begin with. It was a herculean task to acquaint them 
with all the nuances of technological innovations 
and their usage. Yet, once trained, the teachers took 
every cue and began catching up with gusto. Many 
meetings and classes later, they were ready to 
deliver what was needed and they delivered beyond 
all expectations. Notwithstanding the various 
engagements and hurdles across the path, the 
resounding success of the online classes have been 
amply manifested through the nearly hundred 
percent attendance in most of the classes throughout 
such a long period.

The Examinations and Mock Tests interspersed 
with each other have gone a long way in reinforcing 
our long held belief that properly delivered, educa-
tion can be extremely interesting and motivating. 
The results of all the tests carried out online have 
borne out the belief through the high standards 
achieved by our students and the resultant ecstatic 
exclamations drawn out of the Guardians once the 
marks were made public. It has given new impetus 
to the combined efforts put forth by all members of 
the SXI Family filling our wings with enthusiasm 
and strength.

The extracurricular 
activities have taken 
on a different flavour 
altogether since 
being done and 
taught online. The 
children have taken 
to them like the 
proverbial fish to 
water demonstrated 
through the high 
level of appreciation 

expressed by the 
audience whenever they 

have been presented on various occasions. Even the 
celebration of the National and International occa-
sions has evoked unstinted enjoyment among the 
participants and partakers alike.
Appreciation has been the fuel that has encouraged 
all of the teachers and supporting staff to put in 
stellar efforts in delivering what was required, 
through these difficult times. It was with the highest 
satisfaction that we felt the resurgence of the 
sagging morale of all the members of the SXI 
Family once the online classes began.

On the flip side, it has been equally painful to hear 

Wows and Woes of Online Classes
By Lipika Ghosh
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the exclamations of despair as students failed to 
connect with us due to some technical hitch.
Further, it has been bitter when unauthorized 
persons burged into classes through holes in the 
security or by chance and have left pieces of their 
uncouth minds behind through comments and 
statements unworthy of mention in civic society. 
Fortunately and to some extent inevitably these 
unwanted encounters have been few and far 
between.

Since the beginning of the lock down procedure, 
most of the people quite accustomed to the outdoor 
life including the daily journeys involved in their 
professional activities have been depending solely 
on the internet for carrying out the activities they 
have been prevented from undertaking by the 
imposition of the lock down. This, in a country as 
populous as ours has put the various active 
networks under severe strain, resulting in frequent 
disruptions in network function due to technical 
failure. Often, teachers had to reenact parts of their 
acts in order for the students to be able to follow 
them properly. 

Sometimes, though very few, misunderstandings 
have quite unintentionally been created 
between the participants namely the School 
Authorities and the Respected Guard-
ians, especially where matters of 
finances were involved. 
These were dispelled 
with the usual alacrity 
and sympathetic 
attitude that has 
since become 
quite a trade-
mark of the 
unassuming 
leaders of 
our school.
All in all, 

online classes have been quite a gratifying experi-
ence.

The author is Rector and Principal, St Xavier’s 
Institution group of schools. Lipika has 
experience of teaching and administration for 
more than two decades. 
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Online Science Classes: 
Out of labs and into our homes

By Sharmistha Bhattacharya
In the present neo-normal situa-
tion, online teaching seems to be 
a magic window to the students 
confined to their houses. We are 
possibly at a crossroads for 
modern education and entire 

teaching modalities may need to change in a 
post-pandemic society. Although teaching methods 
changed and evolved over time, the school as an 
institution remained an integral part of the pre-pan-
demic life. Interactions with mentors and peers 
promoted rational thinking in the students and taught 
them how to live in a society.

Moving away from traditional methods to virtual 
teaching may lead to breaking many invisible 
shackles binding all stakeholders knowingly 
or unknowingly. In our country, 
there are several students who 
do not have access to smart 
phones or a stable internet 
connectivity. With limited 
in-person interactions, 
many students feel isolated 
from their classmates and 
teachers.  For some, the 
environment at home is 
not conducive to study-
ing. However, issues 
such as these are beyond 
the control of individual teachers 
and would require intervention from society and 
government.  

Even for the issues in control of teachers, such as 
lesson planning, there appear to be several challeng-
es. A major constraint is the absence of school infra-
structure. Without access to laboratories and all the 
support materials, it may be difficult to demonstrate 
several experiments that the teacher may have 

designed as a part of the activity-based learning. 

However, this problem may be overcome to some 
extent purely by innovation. During my long associa-
tion with low-cost/no-cost hands-on science teach-
ing-learning programs in urban and rural areas, I had 
designed a few experiments with readily available, 
low-cost materials. This prolonged lockdown made 
me reflect on those experiments and I discovered a 
highly resourceful laboratory in my home and 
surroundings – things I perhaps would not have 
noticed in normal times. 

It is highly possible to establish many scientific 
phenomena with simple homemade experiments. I 

demonstrated one such experiment in an 
online class recently. I put equal 

portions of mashed boiled rice in 
two small bowls. In one bowl I 
poured 15 ml of water and in 
the other I put 15 ml of saliva 
collected from my mouth. I 
left the bowls undisturbed for 

30 minutes and thereafter, 
added two drops of iodine 
to each bowl. I did not 
have iodine solution 
which is readily available 

in school labs. Instead, I 
used tincture of iodine which 

is an antiseptic we use on minor 
wounds and scrapes. This simple makeshift experi-
ment yielded the same result as we typically get in 
labs and helped me engage the students in that remote 
session. The impact of such simple demonstrations 
was seen soon after when some students designed 
remarkably successful experiments of their own using 
available raw materials at no additional cost to their 
already dwindled resources. 

I have been an educator for the 
past 38 years, teaching science to 
the age group of 12 to 16 years. I 
started teaching online like all 
other educators the world over 

since the pandemic began. It was easy switching on 
to the new medium as I was prepared with 
technology and I had to just mould my classrooms 
and make students comfortable.
 Blending Technology in the classrooms with 
traditional ways of teaching has been my practice 
since 1994 when computers and mobiles started 
making inroads into the market.
Here I would like to narrate a personal experience 
from my classrooms. Being a teacher who deals with 
science as a subject.
I had many things to deal with. Conceptualization 
and experimentations were basic needs, besides the 

need to help students express the answers in English. 
There seemed no place to develop 21st-century 
learning skills and life skills. I started 
experimenting…
• To understand the class of 50 individually, I 
divided the class into groups. 
• Gave students reading material which were 
textbooks initially.
• I gave the groups freedom to sit together and 
read, where they picked out new words and wrote 
the meanings of the words from the dictionary. This 
ensured peer teaching within the environment 
created.
• Later I trained them to make small kits and 
do experiments to understand the concepts. This all 
happened in the classroom where the teacher 
provided scaffolding as required.
• The outcome of this experiment was that, I 

discovered that learners who were not high scorers 
were more dexterous at experimentation, because of 
which they became class leaders and in turn became 
motivated to perform better by writing answers 
themselves.
• Each group presented their results with the 
concepts learnt in the form of a mind map. Here they 
used MS Excel for graphical results, PowerPoint or 
make a video as per their liking and presented in the 
class. 
• There were discussions and peer assessments 
during the presentations on each concept. Students 
demonstrated experiments or a scientific concept 
using suitable simulations, role plays, songs and 
dances. This freedom accommodated all types of 
learners and motivated everyone to participate.
• I found the results very satisfying as each 
type of learner gained confidence and improved in 
different aspects.

After these experiments in blended teaching methods, 
I found the following statistics to be very true and I 
threw out the lecture method from my class forever.
“Among the different ways of learning it has 
been found that teaching others generates 
90% learning followed by practice by 
doing which generates 75%, 
Discussion in peer groups 50%, 
Demonstration 30% and 
Audiovisual and reading merely 
20%and 10% and least learning 
happens by lecture method that is 5%.” 
(Source: 
https://theeffortfuleducator.com/201
7/11/29/the-pyramid-of-myth/)
Every learner has a unique pattern 
of learning. The role of an educator is 
to nurture this individuality and at 
the same time make the child 
socially well adjusted. An 
innovative teacher is one who 
analyses the need of every student 
and provides opportunities for an 
asynchronous as well as face-to-face or 
synchronous learning,
Synchronous learning can be understood as talking to 

students or discussing a subject in which the teacher 
and the learner are at the same place, at the same 
time. This means classes that are conducted either in 
a classroom environment or online in software like 
Google Meet, Teams, Zoom, Skype etc.
An asynchronous learning environment is one where 
the learner has the freedom to learn at his/her time, 
place and pace. The teacher would create a plan and 
guide students in a way that they can follow 

independently and learn. This gives the 
learner an approach whereby he becomes 

a self-learner. Example of this method 
is a situation where the teacher 

provides videos or links of 
websites, in a systematic way 
followed by an assignment to 
complete a project or presentation 

to be submitted by the learner. Such 
learning environment in an online 

situation can be created to meet the 
individual need of the child so that 

multiple intelligences can be honed 
through diverse types of assignments 

to choose from. Also, academically 
challenged children can be given 

special attention in an 
asynchronous mode. 

 In traditional classrooms, we 
often blend the two modes of 

learning. While classwork is done 
in the synchronous mode, homework is 

done in the asynchronous mode. Asynchronous 

mode creates the scope for self-paced self-learning. A 
child’s individuality can flourish better in this 
asynchronous mode.  When the two modes of 
learning are blended well, the resultant learning is 
effective and deep. 
During the pandemic, classes in a physical 
environment are not feasible for the sake 
of maintaining social distance. 
Online learning requires a greater 
need for blending 
asynchronous and 
synchronous modes, to ensure 
greater success in attaining 
learning. In the virtual 
classroom situation that we all 
have been put into, the 
asynchronous mode attains 
greater importance for many 
reasons - some of the topmost 
reasons being ‘digital divide’ and screen 
stress. Connectivity issues or not having access 
to a device at the required time may become hurdles 
for a student to be present in the virtual classroom 
and be a part of synchronous learning. So, he/ she 
should have access to the study material by way of 
lecture recordings and other study material like video 
clips, diagrams and other images, readings, self 
assessment quizzes, discussion posts. Asynchronous 
online learning allows learners to engage with 
materials at their own pace whenever it is convenient 
for them.
Besides fulfilling these utilitarian needs, a creative 
teacher can blend synchronous and asynchronous 
modes in many different ways. For instance, I decide 
to take a class to enhance their reading skill. I select a 
paragraph for students to read using different screen 
readers available online. I ask the students to read 
and record their reading. I listen to the recording, 
appreciate the finer points and give feedback to 
improve the shortcomings. As a final touch, I add a 
challenge like playing an inter group online quiz. A 
group activity also ensures a better rapport and 
bonding between the students and teachers at a 
one-to-one level. 
 Asynchronous approaches are generally respectful of 
students’ time and supportive of students in their 

efforts to balance their studies with work and 
personal responsibilities. On the other hand, 
synchronous online learning happens in real-time 
(i.e. live webinars or lectures, virtual office hours, 
live student presentations via Teams, Zoom, 

Skype, etc.).
One must remember that synchronous 

learning is as important as asynchronous 
learning. Synchronous sessions provide 

scaffolding in the form of feedback 
which is essential for moulding 

students personalities into 
all-rounded and well adjusted 
individuals who are tolerant to and 
appreciative for diverse points of 
view, different ways of solving a 

problem or examining an issue.  
Synchronous mode brings all the 

learners on one platform and helps to 
create a bonding, a camaraderie between 

them.  On the other hand, asynchronous learning 
helps create independent learners equipped with 
21st-century skills ready to walk confidently 
shoulder to shoulder with the world. One must 
remember that the blending formula for synchronous 
and asynchronous modes will be flexible and the 
teacher will have to ascertain where to use which. 
For auditory or visual learners, synchronous mode 
work well, but kinaesthetic learners flourish better in 
the asynchronous mode, where they get a scope for 
physical activity, networking with people, organizing 
events, taking interviews, making videos and so on. 
Thus, the ideal method is a blend of asynchronous 
and synchronous modes, ensuring learning that is 
absorbed in the psyche of the learners. 

The author is an educator with a panache for 
making learning a joyful event and celebration 
for her students. She is a Fulbright scholar and 
has done courses with INTEL, ORACLE, ADOBE, 
ARTICULATE, AUTOCAD. She is a MICROSOFT 
trained master trainer. 
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Asynchronous learning and Synchronous learning: 
Posing a solution to lockdown predicament

By Shephali Bose

There are some obvious shortcomings of demonstrat-
ing experiments over video conferencing. Some 
experiments may need substantial time to show the 
result. Sometimes, the single camera set-up of 
laptops/phones makes it difficult to showcase the 
experiments properly live online. Therefore, the ideal 
solution to this is to create a video beforehand of the 
experiment being carried out. It is not always very 
easy for senior teachers such as myself to have the 
technical know-how to set up camera angles, shoot 
and edit videos suitable for online demonstration. 
This is why I am very grateful to Bichitra Pathshala. 
They are standing beside the teachers with a magic 
wand to continuously empower them by offering 
support and training on lesson-specific film-making, 
editing, and judicious use of the same.

There are always going to be challenges to a major 
change, and many of those challenges will be beyond 
our control. What is important is that we identify the 

challenges that are in our control and find ways to 
overcome them. My message as a science educator 
today would be this - Innovation is at the heart of 
science and this lockdown has made many of us 
innovate at a pace rarely seen before. Perhaps such 
homemade experiments and activities would engage 
the students and guardians at a fundamental level, 
bringing science out of the cold laboratories and into 
their homes and kitchens. Inspiration is everywhere 
you look, and through our online classes, we shall 
help our students to observe and explore!

The author is retired Principal of Ananda Ashram 
Balika Vidyalaya. She is an expert in adolescent 
health, life science, environmental science and tech-
nology aided learning. She has been the recipient of 
the National Award in 2012 and recognized as “Am-
bassador of Change” by INTEL for her project Bal-
ancing Diet

I have been an educator for the 
past 38 years, teaching science to 
the age group of 12 to 16 years. I 
started teaching online like all 
other educators the world over 

since the pandemic began. It was easy switching on 
to the new medium as I was prepared with 
technology and I had to just mould my classrooms 
and make students comfortable.
 Blending Technology in the classrooms with 
traditional ways of teaching has been my practice 
since 1994 when computers and mobiles started 
making inroads into the market.
Here I would like to narrate a personal experience 
from my classrooms. Being a teacher who deals with 
science as a subject.
I had many things to deal with. Conceptualization 
and experimentations were basic needs, besides the 

need to help students express the answers in English. 
There seemed no place to develop 21st-century 
learning skills and life skills. I started 
experimenting…
• To understand the class of 50 individually, I 
divided the class into groups. 
• Gave students reading material which were 
textbooks initially.
• I gave the groups freedom to sit together and 
read, where they picked out new words and wrote 
the meanings of the words from the dictionary. This 
ensured peer teaching within the environment 
created.
• Later I trained them to make small kits and 
do experiments to understand the concepts. This all 
happened in the classroom where the teacher 
provided scaffolding as required.
• The outcome of this experiment was that, I 

discovered that learners who were not high scorers 
were more dexterous at experimentation, because of 
which they became class leaders and in turn became 
motivated to perform better by writing answers 
themselves.
• Each group presented their results with the 
concepts learnt in the form of a mind map. Here they 
used MS Excel for graphical results, PowerPoint or 
make a video as per their liking and presented in the 
class. 
• There were discussions and peer assessments 
during the presentations on each concept. Students 
demonstrated experiments or a scientific concept 
using suitable simulations, role plays, songs and 
dances. This freedom accommodated all types of 
learners and motivated everyone to participate.
• I found the results very satisfying as each 
type of learner gained confidence and improved in 
different aspects.

After these experiments in blended teaching methods, 
I found the following statistics to be very true and I 
threw out the lecture method from my class forever.
“Among the different ways of learning it has 
been found that teaching others generates 
90% learning followed by practice by 
doing which generates 75%, 
Discussion in peer groups 50%, 
Demonstration 30% and 
Audiovisual and reading merely 
20%and 10% and least learning 
happens by lecture method that is 5%.” 
(Source: 
https://theeffortfuleducator.com/201
7/11/29/the-pyramid-of-myth/)
Every learner has a unique pattern 
of learning. The role of an educator is 
to nurture this individuality and at 
the same time make the child 
socially well adjusted. An 
innovative teacher is one who 
analyses the need of every student 
and provides opportunities for an 
asynchronous as well as face-to-face or 
synchronous learning,
Synchronous learning can be understood as talking to 

students or discussing a subject in which the teacher 
and the learner are at the same place, at the same 
time. This means classes that are conducted either in 
a classroom environment or online in software like 
Google Meet, Teams, Zoom, Skype etc.
An asynchronous learning environment is one where 
the learner has the freedom to learn at his/her time, 
place and pace. The teacher would create a plan and 
guide students in a way that they can follow 

independently and learn. This gives the 
learner an approach whereby he becomes 

a self-learner. Example of this method 
is a situation where the teacher 

provides videos or links of 
websites, in a systematic way 
followed by an assignment to 
complete a project or presentation 

to be submitted by the learner. Such 
learning environment in an online 

situation can be created to meet the 
individual need of the child so that 

multiple intelligences can be honed 
through diverse types of assignments 

to choose from. Also, academically 
challenged children can be given 

special attention in an 
asynchronous mode. 

 In traditional classrooms, we 
often blend the two modes of 

learning. While classwork is done 
in the synchronous mode, homework is 

done in the asynchronous mode. Asynchronous 

mode creates the scope for self-paced self-learning. A 
child’s individuality can flourish better in this 
asynchronous mode.  When the two modes of 
learning are blended well, the resultant learning is 
effective and deep. 
During the pandemic, classes in a physical 
environment are not feasible for the sake 
of maintaining social distance. 
Online learning requires a greater 
need for blending 
asynchronous and 
synchronous modes, to ensure 
greater success in attaining 
learning. In the virtual 
classroom situation that we all 
have been put into, the 
asynchronous mode attains 
greater importance for many 
reasons - some of the topmost 
reasons being ‘digital divide’ and screen 
stress. Connectivity issues or not having access 
to a device at the required time may become hurdles 
for a student to be present in the virtual classroom 
and be a part of synchronous learning. So, he/ she 
should have access to the study material by way of 
lecture recordings and other study material like video 
clips, diagrams and other images, readings, self 
assessment quizzes, discussion posts. Asynchronous 
online learning allows learners to engage with 
materials at their own pace whenever it is convenient 
for them.
Besides fulfilling these utilitarian needs, a creative 
teacher can blend synchronous and asynchronous 
modes in many different ways. For instance, I decide 
to take a class to enhance their reading skill. I select a 
paragraph for students to read using different screen 
readers available online. I ask the students to read 
and record their reading. I listen to the recording, 
appreciate the finer points and give feedback to 
improve the shortcomings. As a final touch, I add a 
challenge like playing an inter group online quiz. A 
group activity also ensures a better rapport and 
bonding between the students and teachers at a 
one-to-one level. 
 Asynchronous approaches are generally respectful of 
students’ time and supportive of students in their 

efforts to balance their studies with work and 
personal responsibilities. On the other hand, 
synchronous online learning happens in real-time 
(i.e. live webinars or lectures, virtual office hours, 
live student presentations via Teams, Zoom, 

Skype, etc.).
One must remember that synchronous 

learning is as important as asynchronous 
learning. Synchronous sessions provide 

scaffolding in the form of feedback 
which is essential for moulding 

students personalities into 
all-rounded and well adjusted 
individuals who are tolerant to and 
appreciative for diverse points of 
view, different ways of solving a 

problem or examining an issue.  
Synchronous mode brings all the 

learners on one platform and helps to 
create a bonding, a camaraderie between 

them.  On the other hand, asynchronous learning 
helps create independent learners equipped with 
21st-century skills ready to walk confidently 
shoulder to shoulder with the world. One must 
remember that the blending formula for synchronous 
and asynchronous modes will be flexible and the 
teacher will have to ascertain where to use which. 
For auditory or visual learners, synchronous mode 
work well, but kinaesthetic learners flourish better in 
the asynchronous mode, where they get a scope for 
physical activity, networking with people, organizing 
events, taking interviews, making videos and so on. 
Thus, the ideal method is a blend of asynchronous 
and synchronous modes, ensuring learning that is 
absorbed in the psyche of the learners. 

The author is an educator with a panache for 
making learning a joyful event and celebration 
for her students. She is a Fulbright scholar and 
has done courses with INTEL, ORACLE, ADOBE, 
ARTICULATE, AUTOCAD. She is a MICROSOFT 
trained master trainer. 



I have been an educator for the 
past 38 years, teaching science to 
the age group of 12 to 16 years. I 
started teaching online like all 
other educators the world over 

since the pandemic began. It was easy switching on 
to the new medium as I was prepared with 
technology and I had to just mould my classrooms 
and make students comfortable.
 Blending Technology in the classrooms with 
traditional ways of teaching has been my practice 
since 1994 when computers and mobiles started 
making inroads into the market.
Here I would like to narrate a personal experience 
from my classrooms. Being a teacher who deals with 
science as a subject.
I had many things to deal with. Conceptualization 
and experimentations were basic needs, besides the 

need to help students express the answers in English. 
There seemed no place to develop 21st-century 
learning skills and life skills. I started 
experimenting…
• To understand the class of 50 individually, I 
divided the class into groups. 
• Gave students reading material which were 
textbooks initially.
• I gave the groups freedom to sit together and 
read, where they picked out new words and wrote 
the meanings of the words from the dictionary. This 
ensured peer teaching within the environment 
created.
• Later I trained them to make small kits and 
do experiments to understand the concepts. This all 
happened in the classroom where the teacher 
provided scaffolding as required.
• The outcome of this experiment was that, I 
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discovered that learners who were not high scorers 
were more dexterous at experimentation, because of 
which they became class leaders and in turn became 
motivated to perform better by writing answers 
themselves.
• Each group presented their results with the 
concepts learnt in the form of a mind map. Here they 
used MS Excel for graphical results, PowerPoint or 
make a video as per their liking and presented in the 
class. 
• There were discussions and peer assessments 
during the presentations on each concept. Students 
demonstrated experiments or a scientific concept 
using suitable simulations, role plays, songs and 
dances. This freedom accommodated all types of 
learners and motivated everyone to participate.
• I found the results very satisfying as each 
type of learner gained confidence and improved in 
different aspects.

After these experiments in blended teaching methods, 
I found the following statistics to be very true and I 
threw out the lecture method from my class forever.
“Among the different ways of learning it has 
been found that teaching others generates 
90% learning followed by practice by 
doing which generates 75%, 
Discussion in peer groups 50%, 
Demonstration 30% and 
Audiovisual and reading merely 
20%and 10% and least learning 
happens by lecture method that is 5%.” 
(Source: 
https://theeffortfuleducator.com/201
7/11/29/the-pyramid-of-myth/)
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mode creates the scope for self-paced self-learning. A 
child’s individuality can flourish better in this 
asynchronous mode.  When the two modes of 
learning are blended well, the resultant learning is 
effective and deep. 
During the pandemic, classes in a physical 
environment are not feasible for the sake 
of maintaining social distance. 
Online learning requires a greater 
need for blending 
asynchronous and 
synchronous modes, to ensure 
greater success in attaining 
learning. In the virtual 
classroom situation that we all 
have been put into, the 
asynchronous mode attains 
greater importance for many 
reasons - some of the topmost 
reasons being ‘digital divide’ and screen 
stress. Connectivity issues or not having access 
to a device at the required time may become hurdles 
for a student to be present in the virtual classroom 
and be a part of synchronous learning. So, he/ she 
should have access to the study material by way of 
lecture recordings and other study material like video 
clips, diagrams and other images, readings, self 
assessment quizzes, discussion posts. Asynchronous 
online learning allows learners to engage with 
materials at their own pace whenever it is convenient 
for them.
Besides fulfilling these utilitarian needs, a creative 
teacher can blend synchronous and asynchronous 
modes in many different ways. For instance, I decide 
to take a class to enhance their reading skill. I select a 
paragraph for students to read using different screen 
readers available online. I ask the students to read 
and record their reading. I listen to the recording, 
appreciate the finer points and give feedback to 
improve the shortcomings. As a final touch, I add a 
challenge like playing an inter group online quiz. A 
group activity also ensures a better rapport and 
bonding between the students and teachers at a 
one-to-one level. 
 Asynchronous approaches are generally respectful of 
students’ time and supportive of students in their 

efforts to balance their studies with work and 
personal responsibilities. On the other hand, 
synchronous online learning happens in real-time 
(i.e. live webinars or lectures, virtual office hours, 
live student presentations via Teams, Zoom, 

Skype, etc.).
One must remember that synchronous 

learning is as important as asynchronous 
learning. Synchronous sessions provide 

scaffolding in the form of feedback 
which is essential for moulding 

students personalities into 
all-rounded and well adjusted 
individuals who are tolerant to and 
appreciative for diverse points of 
view, different ways of solving a 

problem or examining an issue.  
Synchronous mode brings all the 

learners on one platform and helps to 
create a bonding, a camaraderie between 

them.  On the other hand, asynchronous learning 
helps create independent learners equipped with 
21st-century skills ready to walk confidently 
shoulder to shoulder with the world. One must 
remember that the blending formula for synchronous 
and asynchronous modes will be flexible and the 
teacher will have to ascertain where to use which. 
For auditory or visual learners, synchronous mode 
work well, but kinaesthetic learners flourish better in 
the asynchronous mode, where they get a scope for 
physical activity, networking with people, organizing 
events, taking interviews, making videos and so on. 
Thus, the ideal method is a blend of asynchronous 
and synchronous modes, ensuring learning that is 
absorbed in the psyche of the learners. 

The author is an educator with a panache for 
making learning a joyful event and celebration 
for her students. She is a Fulbright scholar and 
has done courses with INTEL, ORACLE, ADOBE, 
ARTICULATE, AUTOCAD. She is a MICROSOFT 
trained master trainer. 
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Lockdown Introspections of a Teacher
By Suparna Roy

Nurturing young minds at an 
impressionable age has always 
been a challenge for any 
teacher. For our students we are 
given innumerable 
opportunities to develop new 
ideas and organize events, 

giving them exposure to 
channelize their energy in a productive manner. 
There has never been a moment that was dull or 
mundane.
My plethora of experiences 
include accompanying 
student to AGMs, 
listening to 
executives on how 
they solve problems 
in various functional 
areas of business, 
listening to 
dabbawalas of 
Mumbai as to how 
they operate using 
colour codes to 
provide service with 
zero error. I have also 
been enriched by 
classical music 
programmes, by the magical sand art 
creation of Sudarshan Pattanaik and by the works of 
artisans ,painters, poets ,authors  from every corner 
of the country and sometimes beyond, who have 
graced our school and performed for the students at 
school and at Birla Academy.
Our Chairperson Mrs. Jayashree Mohta and our 
Principal Mrs. Anjana Saha have always ensured 
that our soul remains enriched and our teaching 
skills remain updated. But nothing had prepared us 
for the sudden turn of events in the third week of 
March, 2020. 
On 19th of March when I heard about a Covid 19 

case in my neighborhood, it dawned on me that this 
pandemic is a chilling reality. On the following day, 
we wound up our spot evaluation work at breakneck 
speed, returned home perturbed, unprepared for an 
unprecedented scenario. The first few days were just 
spent on domestic chores, sanitizing, washing and 
stocking up groceries at a frenzied pace. 
Amidst the morbid environment, our interactions 
with students brought relief, just like sunshine after 
a  gloomy day. Counseling, mentoring, reassuring 
the students had a reciprocal impact. Initially we 
started with Whatsapp chat,video and audio lessons. 

By April we started lessons 
through Zoom meetings and 

Google Classroom. 
We learnt to share screen, 

showing videos, ppt, white 
board and other 
downloaded material. A 
beautiful bond 
developed between 
teachers across the 

country and various 
forms of knowledge was 

shared through social media. 
Publishers came forward 
to provide us with ebooks 
free of cost, which we 

shared with our students. 
The CBSE Board also opened sites from where we 
could download pdf files .
I would also like to thank Bichitra Pathshala for my 
exposure to tech-based teaching. We had to plan 
student-centric activites for our visual, auditory as 
well as kinesthetic learners. I encouraged students to 
do collaborative projects to enhance their 
communicative, ICT and linguistic skills. They 
wrote scripts and created role play videos without 
stepping out of their home. It was a group activity, a 
peer learning exercise, that they had never done 
before. The students were excited and the exercises 

LIVE
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Toddlers on Tablet
By Sourina Bose

bore rich dividends. These videos are now available 
on Diksha Portal as learning material for all who visit 
the site.
As an educator however I feel worried about the 
majority of students of India who are underprivileged. 
A digital divide already existed and with this 
pandemic, the situation has become worse. Our 
school did not have much problem in adapting to 
online platform as we cater to students who can afford 
. 
What would happen to the masses? Would crony 
capitalism take the front seat? Should we be elated 
with the new normal or is this a lull before a storm. 
I appreciate initiatives taken up by CBSE Board on 
value education, art integration and wellness 
programs. Inculcating entrepreneurial spirit in our 
young learners to initiate positive changes in our 

social environment is the need of the hour. Teachers 
have to be inventive to tap the positive energy in the 
students and channelize the energy towards greater 
common good. 
My journey at MBWA has been extremely exciting 
when I look back on the last twenty-six years. Along 
with the students I have grown in a holistic way. But 
what lies ahead is a bumpy, rough, uncertain road. 
Ensuring mental and intellectual wellness of every 
student, at the same time spreading the light of online 
education to remote corners of the country, is a 
challenge that the entire teaching community has to 
embrace.

The author is a senior teacher at Mahadevi Birla 
World Academy and also a head examiner and 
subject expert with CBSE Board 

Until March this year, I was 
freaking on why my daughter 
insists on watching mobile 
regularly for fifteen minutes 
during the day. I was 
absolutely going berserk in 
figuring out tips on how to 

stop toddlers from watching a mobile phone.  From 
‘Google baba’ to the parenting apps that I have on 
my phone, I referred them all. Soon to my 
rescue, I figured out quite a few fruitful 
methods and started implementing 
them on my daughter. In a week’s 
time she realised that at least in 
my presence, mobile phone is an 
‘untouchable’ item for her. I felt 
like an accomplished ruler 
(read: Queen) whose task was 
being carried out dutifully by the 
youngest member of a family of 
three!
My joy and success were short lived. 
It was on March 13, 2020, my 
daughter’s school sent in a notice that ‘school 

will remain shut until further notice owing to the 
COVID -19 pandemic.’ Before I could digest that, 
four other similar messages from different senders 
popped in my phone. And they were from her 
swimming centre, dance classes, karate & drawing 
institutes. In a nutshell, my daughter’s active 
physical life came to a standstill. Immediately after a 
week, another round of notice arrived from the 

school. This time it was – ‘Online classes will 
begin from Monday and will continue until 

further notice.’ 
The entire system at home got 

jeopardised. I was the same mother 
who then panicked to keep her 
daughter away from mobile 
phones, now handed a tablet for 
attending the online classes. But 
know what? My daughter seemed 
the happiest. Initially she was 

fighting for a mobile phone for 
fifteen minutes and now she has a 

tablet all by herself for three long hours. 
Initially for a day or two, I had to sit 

beside her to teach the operating buttons. 
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Now after seven months of online classes, my 
daughter who is six years of age, absolutely no 
formal training in computer, can comfortably sit 
through online classes on three different web 
platforms. Imagine what these online classes have 
done to these children! In my house, on a normal 
weekday, you will find my daughter neatly dressed 
and ready for her online classes. And in between 
classes or sometimes during the class, the naughty 
child in her ‘switches off the camera’ and runs to the 
kitchen to grab a quick bite. Earlier I used to scold 
her for these small actions but then I understood that 
these breaks are also necessary to break their 
monotony. 
There have been some major developments that I 
have noticed in my daughter over the last few 
months. Since she is not 
being able to go to school, 
she has become very 
restless. She looks for an 
opportunity when her 
teacher will call her name 
and she will answer some 
question during the online 
classes. As a mother I 
know she was not like this 
before. But now she wants 
attention and if she fails to 
get one, she is not 
interested in the class. 
The earlier practice of 
attending classes in school 
made the children felt 
important. Teachers were 

able to interact on a one-on-one basis. Most children 
especially the extreme younger ones feel left out 
during online classes. While a class is being 
conducted online, it is rather difficult for a teacher to 
monitor each and everyone. So, if the teacher fails 
out in calling a child, immediately these little ones 
feel left out. They want constant attention. 
Also, I have observed my daughter who enjoyed her 
dance classes so much in the pre-COVID era, hated 
to even stand before a tablet to learn dance steps. She 
recently took part in a virtual Karate tournament, but 
the zeal was missing. At every moment, I feel these 
online classes are not just affecting the eyesight but 
pulling out the love for any subject. Attitude is also 
changing for these students. My daughter in these 
seven months have become stubborn and 
exceptionally ‘emotional’. 
We have no control over this situation and as parents 
cannot tell our children when they will resume 
school like before. But since there is no end to this 
sooner, the little ones have adjusted well, to this the 
most.

The author is a teacher at Lakshmipat 
Singhania Academy and mother of a kid.
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Physically Distanced but Socially Connected
By Aashi Agarwal

Eight months ago, if someone 
would have told me that I 
would be attending virtual 
classes, I would have seriously 
laughed it off. But today after 
all this time, the reality seems 

to be no different. Initially, when the lock down was 
announced, it seemed like a temporary occurrence. 
However, when it kept on exceeding the 
predetermined period, we all had to find ways to 
overcome our apprehensions.
Thus, came in our saviour-technology. This 
technology enabled us to have virtual classes, and 
after that there was no turning back. When everything 
seemed so gloomy, that first meeting with all my class 
mates and teachers, be it via a video call, was such a 
relief. The way our teachers put in 
incomparable efforts to ensure that even 
though our homes became an 
extension of our school, the essence 
still remained the same. Donning 
our school uniform 
for online classes, 
submitting assignments online and 
most importantly going back to having 
a proper routine was absolutely 
unparalleled. 
As we were trying to adjust to this new yet unusual 
normal, we also utilized this medium to share 
resources that would help us understand our lessons 
better. Moreover, it also enabled us to interact with 
people from across different regions, without even 
having to physically go anywhere, and isn’t that 
amazing! Talking to professional executives who 
actually do what we study in text books was so 
amusing and the amount of knowledge that they 
imparted was tremendous. 
However, the other day, I was wondering about the 
various competitions, events and seminars that I 
would have attended if it were a usual year. Guess 
what-the next day my teacher informed me about a 

webinar that she would like me to participate in. So a 
new dimension to this whole “social distancing” 
phenomenon was already in the making. After that, I 
went on to be a part of various other events not only 
in my own state, but also beyond my state’s borders, 
which wouldn’t really be possible if it was yet another 
ordinary year. Also, my own school students have 
initiated so many campaigns, workshops and events 
that it doesn’t even feel like we’re “socially 
distanced” from each other. Shouldering 
responsibilities, organizing events and connecting 
with people have been the most challenging yet 
enriching parts of this quarantine expedition.
One thing that I have learnt from this whole situation 
is that something can only affect you if you let it 

sabotage your work. The reason why our school 
activities are still thriving is because even 
though we are all quarantined, we are not 

confined. In fact I save literally four 
hours of travelling and the money 
that I would spend for the same 

every day because now I don’t have to 
physically go to school, and I can 

invest that time in more useful and 
productive happenings. This quarantine has 

really opened the room for so many 
explorations, innovations and creative expressions. 
Even though what is going on in the world outside is 
not in our hands, what we’re doing in our time while 
staying within, truly is. In a time so unpredictable and 
so uncertain, all we can do is hope that one day we’ll 
be able to breathe freely without having to put a mask 
on and all of these are just a few anecdotes that 
validate that we aren’t practicing social distancing. 
We are all in fact trying more than ever to be socially 
connected whilst physically distancing ourselves from 
each other, and I think that’s beautiful.

The author is a student of class XII in Mahadevi 
Birla World Academy



The COVID-19 pandemic has 
indeed turned our lives upside 
down, the education system 
being only one among thousands 
of things that have undergone a 
sea change due to the 
circumstances.  And as schools 
were forced to close their gates 

amidst the crisis, online classes soon became the 
norm, emerging as the safest way for classes to 
recommence.
The first few weeks of classes were undoubtedly 
challenging, even more so for students moving to 
new schools. Acquiring a transfer certificate 
and other documents proved to be a difficult 
task, not to mention the dozens of school 
books that all students had to purchase, 
zigzagging containment zones. Many 
students were, in fact, unable to 
purchase the books on the stipulated 
days as they were housed in 
containment zones or lacked a safe 
mode of transport.  . The process of 
getting acclimatized to a new 
school/class was also made trickier for 
students owing to the inability to interact with 
teachers and peers in person. 
Furthermore, we have the pandemic to thank for 
bringing to light the misconception that working or 
studying from home is easy. In truth, one needs an 
almost otherworldly patience and focus to 
concentrate amidst all the activities and 
pandemonium going on at home, especially with 
younger siblings frequently barging in during 
classes. A poor Wi-Fi connection, however, is easily 
the worst hindrance a student can face, bringing 
about an endless cycle of getting disconnected, 
rejoining, and getting disconnected again, thereby 
breaking concentration. There are also a multitude of 
new guidelines to abide by, such as requiring two 
devices for assessments and parental invigilation, 

now that exams are being conducted differently. 
Younger students may also need parental guidance 
during online examinations, which is especially 
problematic when both parents are working.
The monotony stemming from being forced to 
remain at home has perhaps been the reason behind 
the upsurge in the number of pranks and jests during 
online classes. It is difficult for teachers to tell 
whether a student is truly facing network issues or is 
simply claiming so in order to skip classes.  Turning 
one’s video camera off has emerged as an easy 
solution for students in case they have a sudden 
craving for a snack during class or are not wearing 

their school uniforms, affecting discipline.
It seems like an eternity since students 

went to school. And everything that 
has transpired since then, be it 
lockdowns or the need to adapt to 
the ‘new normal’, has forced 

students to grow up faster in the past 
few months. The circumstances have 

transformed their nonchalance into 
prudence, inculcating in them a sense of 
responsibility and willingness to sacrifice 

their longings to venture out in order to protect 
themselves and their families.  
Despite their initial doubts about online classes and 
assessments, students have indeed come to feel 
thankful for the opportunity to continue learning and 
broadening their horizons and have developed a 
sense of gratitude for their teachers’ relentless 
support even during the pandemic. And although 
they may long to see their classrooms again, most 
students are determined to give their best during 
online classes, unwilling to be bogged down by the 
pandemic. As they say, it does not matter where we 
study; it matters that we study. 

 The author is a student of class XI in 
Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Kolkata
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editor can play this tutorial repeatedly and learn the 
basic craft of editing. 

Shubham’s third tutorial is titled “Is There a 
Dinosaur Behind Me?” 
https://youtu.be/VSh4-obNozw

It is the most dramatic of the three and begins with 
a dinosaur walking past Shubham. As the dinosaur 
opens its jaws, Shubham takes a photo and the 
dinosaur retreats into the Jurassic forest.  In this 

advaned video editing tutorial Shubham 
demonstrates the use of green screen.   If a 
performer/ presenter stands in front of a green 
screen and performs, the green background screen 
can be replaced with any other desirable 
background using a key called chroma key. 
Shubham chooses tp replace his background with a 
Jurassic forest and adds the dinosaur in another 
layer. The result is spectacular, entirely achieved 
with a mobile phone. 

Shubham’s tutorial videos were just the things 
teachers needed in April 2020. Put into an 
unprecedented situation of having to take online 
classes everyday, teachers were grappling with 
technology and trying to figure out how technology 

could substitute for the eye contact and the body 
language and pacing up and down the rows of 
students while teaching a subject. In some schools 
teachers were asked to make small videos of the 
lessons and upload on the school portal. 
Adventurous teachers took inspiration from 
Shubham’s tutorials and recorded their lectures 
sitting in front of a green screen (mother’s green 
saree) and later replaced the green screen with a 
fancy background – the Eiffel Tower or the London 
Bridge or what have you. Science teachers recorded 
small experiments at home, edited with Kinemaster 
, added explanatory notes in their own voice and 
created a repository of such experiments. This video 
on momentum transfer is one such science video:  
https://youtu.be/g6BhXES4DgY

Rinku Das, a physics teacher at Garden Reach Nut 

Behari Das Girls’ High School is the ideator and 
creater of this video. She has turned out to be one of 
the most prolific teachers who have found a new 
medium of expression through these videos. 
Assisted by her six years old son, who also doubles 
as a performer, she has made more than six videos 
till date. Through these videos her sphere of 
influence as a teacher has expanded manifold and 
she can touch lives of students in remote corners of 
West Bengal. 

The author is a media teacher and a 
documentary film maker. She used to be a 
physics teacher 25 years ago. 

Shubham Paul is a 
freelance 
photographer of 
food, festivities and 
famous people. He is 
also a teacher of 
photography in 

various schools and colleges. Shubham spends six 
days of the week hopping from school to school 
with his heavy back pack filled with photography 
gear. He spends his weekends aiming his camera at 
mouth watering platters. In his spare time he also 
roams the streets of Kolkata, capturing candid 
moments in his camera. Shubham’s hectic life 
suddenly came to a standstill on the 25rd of March, 
2020.  Time started hanging heavy on his hands. 
His camera lay idle in one corner of his study. That 
is when Shubham got an idea to expand his 
YouTube channel, to create tutorial videos for 
greater common good. If others could benefit from 
his expertise, then why hoard it? 

First came “Portrait editing tutorial using mobile 
phone”:  https://youtu.be/2XFAId6T5vY
This seven and a half minutes long tutorial explains 
step by step, in simple language, how to improve 
the quality of a photograph using the PicsArt app. 
Shubham selects the photo of a friend clicked in the 

indoor environment of Shobha Bazar Rajbari during 

Durga Puja and demonstrates how basic parameters 
like brightness, contrast, saturation, highlights and 
shadows are adjusted to bring clarity and sharpness 
to the image. Next by applying  the tools under 
“Beautify”, colour can be added to lips, cheeks and 
hair, skin tone can be adjusted, wrinkles removed 
and beauty spots planted. Thus a new look can be 
given to an old friend and a new lease of life can be 
given to an old photograph.

Popularity of the first tutorial created demand for 
more. Close at heels of the first tutorial followed 
“The Complete Video Editing Tutorial using the 
Mobile Phone”. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O--XK9fg-es&t
=193s

The editing app demonstrated in this video is 
Kinemaster. Beginning from downloading and 
installing the app to using the editing tools, 
Shubham demonstrates every step with clarity and 
precision. To pep up his explanations he puts a 
music in the background and before inserting the 
music track, he inserts his own animation of 
nodding his head to the music. These little details 
make the tutorial more enjoyable. At the end of the 
18 minute tutorial, after demonstrating all the basic 
and advanced audio, video tools, Shubham plays a 
poem written for him by a student. Any aspiring 
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, added explanatory notes in their own voice and 
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https://youtu.be/g6BhXES4DgY
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Behari Das Girls’ High School is the ideator and 
creater of this video. She has turned out to be one of 
the most prolific teachers who have found a new 
medium of expression through these videos. 
Assisted by her six years old son, who also doubles 
as a performer, she has made more than six videos 
till date. Through these videos her sphere of 
influence as a teacher has expanded manifold and 
she can touch lives of students in remote corners of 
West Bengal. 

The author is a media teacher and a 
documentary film maker. She used to be a 
physics teacher 25 years ago. 

Shubham Paul is a 
freelance 
photographer of 
food, festivities and 
famous people. He is 
also a teacher of 
photography in 

various schools and colleges. Shubham spends six 
days of the week hopping from school to school 
with his heavy back pack filled with photography 
gear. He spends his weekends aiming his camera at 
mouth watering platters. In his spare time he also 
roams the streets of Kolkata, capturing candid 
moments in his camera. Shubham’s hectic life 
suddenly came to a standstill on the 25rd of March, 
2020.  Time started hanging heavy on his hands. 
His camera lay idle in one corner of his study. That 
is when Shubham got an idea to expand his 
YouTube channel, to create tutorial videos for 
greater common good. If others could benefit from 
his expertise, then why hoard it? 

First came “Portrait editing tutorial using mobile 
phone”:  https://youtu.be/2XFAId6T5vY
This seven and a half minutes long tutorial explains 
step by step, in simple language, how to improve 
the quality of a photograph using the PicsArt app. 
Shubham selects the photo of a friend clicked in the 

indoor environment of Shobha Bazar Rajbari during 

Durga Puja and demonstrates how basic parameters 
like brightness, contrast, saturation, highlights and 
shadows are adjusted to bring clarity and sharpness 
to the image. Next by applying  the tools under 
“Beautify”, colour can be added to lips, cheeks and 
hair, skin tone can be adjusted, wrinkles removed 
and beauty spots planted. Thus a new look can be 
given to an old friend and a new lease of life can be 
given to an old photograph.

Popularity of the first tutorial created demand for 
more. Close at heels of the first tutorial followed 
“The Complete Video Editing Tutorial using the 
Mobile Phone”. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O--XK9fg-es&t
=193s

The editing app demonstrated in this video is 
Kinemaster. Beginning from downloading and 
installing the app to using the editing tools, 
Shubham demonstrates every step with clarity and 
precision. To pep up his explanations he puts a 
music in the background and before inserting the 
music track, he inserts his own animation of 
nodding his head to the music. These little details 
make the tutorial more enjoyable. At the end of the 
18 minute tutorial, after demonstrating all the basic 
and advanced audio, video tools, Shubham plays a 
poem written for him by a student. Any aspiring 
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Missing School

Supreeta Debnath 
Patha Bhavan Dankuni

Choutisha Chakraborty - Grade X, Indus Valley World School
People said, “You are now the board batch, you 
have to work hard this year, this examination 
decides your future.” But now the dialogues 
changed into, “You people are creating history, the 
first batch to attend school online.” But we would 
rather not be creating history but memories. We 
miss going to school, we miss wearing those 
uniforms complaining how bad it looks on us, we 
miss forgetting to do assignments and completing it 
at the last moment. 
Online classes are keeping us updated with the 
school work. We still attend classes, complete 
chapters, get scolded and attend workshops. We 
switched from staring at a board to staring at a 
screen with headphones in our ears; we switched 
from submitting to mailing assignments, from 
sitting in an exam hall to sitting in front of our 
computer with our cameras turned on. 
And through all this switching, the true essence of 
school is lost. As the board batch we promised to 

make memories and friendships that we will 
remember forever, but all those promises were 
turned upside down in this pandemic situation. The 
schools were the first institutions to be shut down 
and for good reason. Students really did enjoy a few 
weeks of not going to school but soon the desire to 
go to school and see our friends increased. At first, 
we thought it’ll all end in a few months but after 
sitting at home for almost four months, we feel 
incomplete without school.
There is a story by Isaac Asimov named ‘The Fun 
They Had’, it is based on the year 2157 and talks 
about how the whole concept of going to school, 
sitting with same age people and learning has 
another feeling to itself. 
So, no matter how had we try to impart education 
through online classes, school will always be missed 
by the students, the ambience, the feel, the friends, 
the memories will always be missed.
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The Little Things We Miss

Missing My School Days

Anuja Maitra Class X, TFFS

Monalisa Ray , Loreto Convent, Entally - Class-8, Sec-2

The stairs we used to curse
We wish we could climb again
We miss our school dearly,
We wish everything would be fine again.

The heavy bags that we carried
Are now the least of our worries
The P.E classes that took forever to come
Seem to have stopped altogether

The time that we spent talking to our friends
Will remain the same forever more
But talking face to face
Is not an option anymore

Sneaking snacks in the middle of class
Used to be such a huge task
Now you just have to turn off your video
And you can get away with listening to the radio.

Our lunch breaks
Are what we miss the most
No more raiding of tiffins

No more trading of muffins.

Going to the nurse
'cause you're hurt
Or just to skip a class
Is still a mystery to the teacher.

But now we are at home
Having to learn
How to nurse our own wounds
From when we stubbed our toe on the stool.

We'd rather have injuries
Playing football, cricket, kabaddi
Having tousles with our classmates
Or having the chair pulled out from under us.

We miss going to the place we called our second 
home
We learn the value of something only after we have 
lost it.
The things we hated the most
Are the things that we miss the most.

Like a flowing river, the days go by,
School is closed, the time doesn't die;
The sound of the flowing water, 
as noisy as our class,
but now nothing can be heard,
I'm wondering how much longer will it last?

Happiness has dried up,
and memories arise;
As if I am in a desert,
and mirages form by.

Online classes, and real-life ones,
Are so different, comparisons cannot be won;

Just like a party house was our class,
now I bet the silence, ever graves surpass.

Pandemic has taken over, humanity is working hard,
school is closed, 
but my once lightful room is now dark;
Longing for the opening of my dear school,
when will it open? Those days were super-cool!

I wish the pandemic ends,
and God's rage resorts to peace;
Missing my school, missing my friends,
Hope it ends, ALL OF THESE!! 
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Missing School
Photographs by Surjo Mitra, Class XII, Indus Valley World School

Surjo’s thoughts behind 
the photos: 

Being social animals, we humans are 
genetically designed to be in a group 
and live our lives socially with others. 
During this pandemic situation we 
have been locked down in our homes, 
separated from the ones with whom 
we used to spend countless hours 
together. The feeling of being held in 
a cage and separated from people is 
portrayed in these photographs. The 
urge for freedom is what I wanted to 
depict.
The two photos were clicked on the 
same day in the month of May, 2020


